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MY
STYLE

NATURAL, ROMANTIC, EMOTIVE

I specialise in capturing those

candid moments and natural

emotions – all the laughter

and tears of a wedding

celebration.

My style favours documentary-

like story telling rather than

lots of posed or staged shots,

and my couples love how

relaxed this makes them feel

on the day.

WELCOME!

Thanks so much for enquiring. It means the world that you would consider

having me as your wedding photographer - it's truly an honour to be a part of

every single wedding I am asked to capture.

 

Since photographing my first wedding in 2015 I've now shot over 100 beautiful

wedding days, and I fell in love from the very first one. It’s just such a special

feeling to have the privilege of capturing such an important day in a couple's life.



What can I say... Shelby is justamazing!! From when we first metShelby at a wedding fair she was so
friendly, helpful and lovely - somuch so we actually cancelled our
wedding photographer so wecould book her! And she absolutely

did not disappoint.

Love, Sam & Nathan x

Love Letters

         At our pre wedding photoshoot she put us at easeand made us feel so comfortable and the results wereincredible, I've never seen such beautiful photos, thatwas until we received our wedding day gallery. Wow!

Shelby was amazing on the day, a real calming presence

and she offered help and advice 

when we needed it (like how to 

cut a wedding cake properly!). 

We absolutely could not fault

Shelby, she was brilliant in

every sense and the photos

she has produced are beyond

what we could have imagined. 

Shelby we cannot thank you 

enough for capturing the 

special moments of our day, moments

that will now be able to treasure forever.



The CollectionsThe Collections



THE COLLECTIONS

THE 
CHAMPAGNE
COLLECTION

£2,850

Complimentary couples shoot with all edited,

high-res images downloadable from your

online gallery.

Minimum of 600 hi-res images edited to a

professional finish with full printing and

sharing rights.

Full day coverage from prep to first dance. 

Password-protected online gallery to share

with your family and friends.

WHAT'S INCLUDED?

10x10” fine art lay-flat wedding album, 20

spreads. Option to add more if required.

2x "parent" albums - smaller duplicates of the

main album. The perfect gift for mum & dad! 

20x deckled-edge prints of your choosing.



Complimentary couples shoot with all edited,

high-res images downloadable from your

online gallery.

Minimum of 600 hi-res images edited to a

professional finish with full printing and

sharing rights.

THE COLLECTIONS

THE 
LACE
COLLECTION

£2,450

Full day coverage from prep to first dance.

Password-protected online gallery to share

with your family and friends.

WHAT'S INCLUDED?

10x10” fine art lay-flat wedding album, 20

spreads. Option to add more if required.



THE 
CONFETTI
COLLECTION

£2,000

Complimentary couples shoot with all edited,

high-res images downloadable from your

online gallery.

Minimum of 600 hi-res images edited to a

professional finish with full printing and

sharing rights.

Full day coverage from prep to first dance.. 

Password-protected online gallery to share

with your family and friends.

WHAT'S INCLUDED?

Option to purchase a variety of print products

straight from your online gallery.

THE COLLECTIONS



EXTRAS

£500

Opt to have another perspective on the day.

Second shooters are particularly useful if you'd

like both morning preps covered, as I can only

be in one place at a time!

Also a good idea if you're having a particularly

large wedding, say 100+ guests or just want lots

of lovely guest candids.

All their photos will be edited by me to achieve

a consistent look throughout the gallery, 

EXTRAS

Second shooter 

£950

A great option to capture the magic of your

honeymoon (or minimoon!) location and to

have a post-wedding adventure!

Includes all travel and accommodation costs.

(Europe only).

Dependent on my availability so please check

this with me before booking. Can always be

added to your booking at a later date (even

after the wedding) if you don't have your trip

booked yet! 

Honeymoon Shoot



and so, the adventure begins...and so, the adventure begins...



Hint: you've already done this bit! If
you're receiving this brochure then good
news, it means I'm available. Tell me as
much about your day as possible during
the enquiry stage - I love the details! 

E N Q U I R E

ST
E

P 
O

N
E

Decided I'm the photographer for you?
Great! All I need to secure your date is
signed contract and 20% booking fee.
Then you're officially in the calendar!
Once booked we will also discuss
arranging your couple shoot as well.

B O O K  M E

ST
E

P 
T

W
O

You've had your couple shoot and the
day is getting closer - so exciting! Around
a month before I'll send my
questionnaire for you to detail final
timings, group shot list, etc. Then you
can enjoy the most special day of your
lives without worry, knowing you're in
safe hands with me!

W E D D I N G  D A Y

ST
E

P 
T

H
R

E
E

The champagne has been drunk and the
cake has been eaten, now all that's left to
do is treasure your beautiful wedding
memories forever. Before long you'll be
reliving your day through the magic of
photos - whether this be with your
gallery or printed heirloom wedding
album.

H A P P I L Y  E V E R  A F T E R

ST
E

P 
FO

U
R

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?



I cannot recommend Shelby enough!Her calm and relaxing nature means you don't feel anxious or nervous oreven notice she is there at times butstill capturing amazing images and
memories. Within the weddingpackage we purchased, we received an engagement shoot which she made so fun andmade us feel like we were just on a day out instead of ashoot! She was easy to contact and plan the day withand helped us so much along the way. She listened toour ideas also and made sure she got all the shots wehad asked for as well as guiding us.

Love, Emma & Terry x

Love Letters

On the wedding day, she was prompt with time, she got

started straight away and settled in well with all our family

and friends. Like I said, she captured

all of the unique, amazing moments

and memories that you forget

happened, down to a cuddle with a

sister or family member, my

new husband wearing a flower

crown and munching on food. The

pictures are perfect, edited well

and she got them back to us

incredibly speedily! If you are

looking for someone to help you feel relaxed,

and capture all of those relaxed, happy moments then

Shelby is the photographer for you!! Absolutely incredible!



Q&A
How many hours are included in your packages? 

ALL of my packages include full day coverage from prep to first dance. Rather than cap
my services at a certain number of hours I work with the schedule of your day to ensure
that no special moments are missed. As a guide, I generally suggest my arrival 1.5-2
hours before the ceremony to capture morning prep, and finishing around 20 minutes
after the first dance to capture all those dancefloor party shots!

Do you travel?

Absolutely - both within the UK and abroad. I have been lucky enough to photograph
weddings in such amazing locations as France, Italy, Greece and the Channel Islands -
nowhere is too far! For UK weddings I include up to 100 miles from my home - for any
weddings further than this I may need to add a bit extra to cover the cost of excess
mileage and a hotel stay, which I would discuss with you first.

How many images will we get?

This depends entirely on each wedding - the length of the day, number of guests, and
whether you have a second shooter are all factors. As a really rough estimation for a full
day covering prep to first dance with no second shooter, a minimum of 600 images can
be expected. But as I say, this is entirely dependant on each individual wedding and I
have been known to deliver more than double this amount on numerous occasions!

How soon after the wedding will we receive our photos?

This typically depends on the time of year (i.e. longer in peak season), but even though
my contract states 4-6 weeks I tend to deliver wedding galleries much quicker than this
if I don't have a lot of backlog. For example, the longest delivery time I've ever had was
2.5 weeks - and this was a busy season! (For couples sessions or other smaller shoots
you can expect to wait 1-2 weeks for your gallery.)

Will you visit our venue before the wedding to scope it out?

I don't do venue visits anymore, mostly because from a photography perspective it is a
bit pointless - where I will photograph things such as groups and couple portraits
entirely depends on the light on the day, so going to the venue beforehand to plan this
out is a bit of a waste of time really! But also because my schedule is normally so full
particularly in wedding season that I just don't have the time!



Q&A
Do we need to feed you?

Yes please! A nice hot meal is very much appreciated on a long wedding day. If a main meal
cannot be provided and I have to leave site in search of food I could end up missing an important
moment such as speeches, which tend to start immediately after you've finished your meal. For
this reason it's also a good idea to note to your caterers that it's helpful to feed your photographer
(and videographer if having one) straight after the top table, so we can eat and get set up ready
to capture the next portion of your day as quickly as possible. 

Do you have a backup plan incase of illness/emergency?

It's never happened before (touch wood!) but I am part of numerous online
communities of photographers, many of which are sources of emergency cover so I'm
confident it would never be a problem to find someone to cover me should the worst
happen and I am unable to attend on the day.

When do we need to have the couple shoot?

The couple shoot can be anytime you like - it's just like a practice run for the couple
portraits on the wedding day so it's perhaps better to do closer to the wedding so that
it's fresh in your mind, but I do have some couples that like to use the images from their
couple shoot for save the dates or invites etc. as well so if you want to do this shoot as 
 soon as possible after booking with me then that's ok too.

Should we provide you with a list of shots we would like?

I will provide a questionnaire closer to the wedding date which has space for you to write out any
group shots you'd like, but other than that most things that I've seen on generic shot lists online
are so basic that every photographer should be capturing these anyway! In fact I think it might
make me more likely to miss moments if I'm constantly checking a list on the day to make sure
I've got everything you've asked for (when I would have captured all this anyway) so best to trust
that I will capture everything!

Do you bring backup equipment incase of any technical problems?

I will ALWAYS take two camera bodies to a wedding, so if anything happened to one I
would have the other to rely on. I also bring multiple lenses and flashes with me as well
as piles of spare memory cards and batteries. My cameras even have dual card slots so
that as soon as a picture is taken, it is immediately recorded to both SD cards - so if one
was to corrupt there would always be a backup!

CONTINUED



Think I'm the

photographer

for you?

Then let's

do this!

LET'S WORK TOGETHER



Choose your package

Select any extras 

Generate invoice for deposit

Electronically sign the contract 

I'm glad you asked! 

 

All I need to secure your date is a

signed contract and 20% deposit

and you're officially in my calendar!

 

I have made it super easy for you too

- just let me know you want to go

ahead and I'll send you a link to my

client portal. From here you can:

 

 

 

 

 

My little portal will take you through

each step and once complete, you

can officially tick 'book wedding

photographer' off of your to-do list.

 

How exciting!! 

HOW DO WE
BOOK?



thank you 

& HOPE TO HEAR

FROM YOU SOON...


